
Painters 
 
 

Job Code   Job Title       Pay Grade 
3277N2    Painter         18 
3268N2    Painter Senior        21 

 
CONCEPT:    
Skilled painting work performing construction and maintenance tasks or assisting highly skilled painters in major 
renovation projects.  Work involves performance of routine painting within the trade in the application of paint to a 
variety of surfaces with brush or spray gun. 

 
TASKS: 

 Performs routine maintenance painting or finishes areas after new construction or renovation. Areas may 
include office spaces, classrooms, hallways and other interior surfaces using brushes and rollers. 

 Preparation of surfaces includes scraping, sanding, masking, minor patching of sheetrock and plaster and 
priming of surfaces. 

 Prepares exterior surfaces including scraping, steel brushing and/or sanding to accept proper finish. 
Surfaces may include window frames, doors, screens, siding, curbs, parking lots and include both 
wooden and metal surfaces. 

 Prepares new and old wood surfaces for enameling, staining and/or varnishing. 
 Performs normal interior and exterior painting treatments, plus as needed tint paints and match color to 

specifications. Reads and works from blueprints; estimates materials; and directs the work of less skilled 
painters. 

 Performs custom painting work with specialized commercial finishes such as Zolotone or vinyl wall 
coverings.  

 Replasters and matches textured surfaces; strips and refinishes woodwork. May apply proper bonding 
primers for surfaces. Matches existing stains which are obsolete or faded. 

 Paints with a variety of equipment including spray guns to paint vehicles, metal surfaces or apply textured 
ceilings. 

 Performs screen printing or signage for buildings. 
 Determines type, cuts, and glazes various types of glass in windows and doors. 
 Mixes plaster, mortar, and other masonry components; pours, levels, smoothes, and shapes components 

in preparing various types of epoxy floors. 
 Lays out and marks parking lots and crosswalks using approved products. Operates various line lasers, 

heat guns, and temperature gauges to assure proper adhesion. 
 Sets-up and operates all scaffolding equipment needed to accomplish work, including stationary 

scaffolds, mobile scaffolds, boson chairs and swing stages using appropriate safety precautions. 
 Provides on-the-job training for other painters on assigned work projects; reviews finished work for 

quality; recommends corrective measures for any deficiencies. 
 
LEVELS OF WORK 

 Class Group consists of two classes.   
 
 
Painter- Routine painting work involving the application of paint to a variety of surfaces with brush or spray gun. 
Minimum Requirements:  Six months of experience as a painter.  Education may be substituted for experience 
as determined relevant by the agency.  
 
Painter Senior - Highly skilled painting work which requires a broader range of skills in the finishing and 
application areas.  May involve overseeing work of subordinate workers or those in training. 
Minimum Requirements: Two years of experience as a painter. Education may be substituted for experience as 
determined relevant by the agency. 
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